Abstract. E-commerce plays an increasingly important role in our lives, but it also faces many problems. How to standardize the electronic commerce, the protection of consumer rights in electronic commerce has become an urgent need to address the problem.Consumer protection for electronic commerce, the author will present problems and problems of e-commerce consumer protection reasons, from a legal perspective the coping strategy of e-commerce consumer protection.
In the process of buying and using goods or services as long as they are with the correct judgment, selection, use, which are directly associated with the information, the consumer has the right to know, the operator should be provided.
Personal privacy protection
Everyone uses e-commerce transactions, consumers ' home address, telephone number, account numbers, passwords and other information are easily stolen because the network is not secure. A large number of criminals who use illegal software, viruses, Trojans and other stolen consumer privacy information, serious violation of consumer privacy.Legal protection of our country in terms of online privacy and e-commerce development needs not in proportion, it has also led to some consumers because of the easier to abuse the right to privacy, boycott, or to give up the use of electronic commerce, which hamper the further development of e-commerce [1] .
Transaction security
E-commerce is mainly payment network, once the consumer online banking, PayPal account and password is compromised, it will naturally led to estimated losses to consumers.Consumers throughout the network transaction process will be monitored by Internet trading platform operators, but this kind of regulatory supervision, which discovered the problem and implementation of regulatory policy, or regular supervision and spot checks, criminals always abused to carry out unlawful acts [2] . E-commerce service providers also try to prevention by means of increased supervision, but the results are unsatisfactory.
E-commerce consumer protection problems causes

E-commerce transaction management specifications
Profits attract all types of people in the e-commerce market participation and market admittance system was not very strict, so transactions in e-commerce market will appear on various operators of varying quality. Consumers shopping depends to a large extent, on the protection of the interests of operators of e-commerce transactions, if strict compliance with the code of business ethics and the law, e-commerce transactions operators and consumers will be able to achieve a State of harmony between [3] . In e-commerce transactions because the operator more and in a State of relative dispersion, so trading platform to manage these operators conduct appears is in big trouble. Consumer rights not guaranteed is the main cause of the operator management was flawed. Lack of strict and detailed rules and regulations of electronic commerce transactions, lack of performance specification file, so make the inefficiency of consumer protection work.
E-business operator supervision is inadequate
In the traditional commercial activities and commercial activities between people subject to the restriction and control of the various social forces. First of all, the operator needs to check by the Department of business administration and management, quality of goods may be subject to inspection at any time, once the operators who sell substandard products will be consumer complaints after the sale, and as a result the operating store address fixed around consumers ' mistrust of the operators, thus affecting the operator's business. And in e-commerce business in the, because main of trading places is exists Yu network environment in the, so consumers and operators Zhijian completely is strange of relationship, both Zhijian exists with huge of gap, while in operators made has against consumers lawful rights and interests of of things Shi, General no corresponding of power to restricted operators in next of consumption behavior in the whether can comply with related of legal and commercial ethics [4] .
Improve our existing consumer protection legal system
In China, the consumer rights protection law for the protection of consumer rights in electronic commerce provides the basic legal rules, but there are still shortcomings, can not fully adapt to the rapid development of electronic commerce. Therefore, legislation to further improve and expand the scope of consumer rights.
Improve the e-commerce field of consumer rights 4.1.1 Further improve the consumers' right
In the field of e-commerce as consumers through remote communication with the operator of a data message based exclusively on information provided by the operator to select and judge, therefore, the consumer's right to know is more important, the consumer rights protection law should be based on the original expansion and extension. In the area of electronic commerce, the operators have obligations to provide information to consumers '. Should be detailed in the legislation of the right to regulate consumers ' scope, boundaries, operator fined penalties for violations of the consumer.
To further improve consumer privacy protection
Privacy refers to the natural person's private life and personal information secret is protected by law, without unlawful interference by others, it knows, collection, use, and disclosure of a personal right, and the extent to which the rights of others can step in his personal life, for your privacy to others public and people has the right to decide the scope and extent of the public. Privacy is a basic human right. Laws to protect consumer privacy in e-commerce occupy an important position, one may sometimes find themselves in after you bought the product you need, always find unknown phone texting to yourself, perhaps giving yourself browsing other sites also featured ad will pop up, which seriously violated consumers ' privacy rights. The consumer protection act to be regulated, to further protect consumer privacy.
To further improve the safety of consumers, fair trade
Article tenth of the consumer protection law of consumer rights to fair trade, namely, quality, pricing, metering and other fair trade conditions. When conducting e-commerce transactions, unable to free the shopping space changes and special used fraudulent price or conceal the true quality of goods and services. Consumers in e-commerce only according the on-line product information to determine whether the price is appropriate. In e-commerce field, consumers of fair trade right and cannot get is good of guarantees, consumers cannot rates understand commodity of nature, for some special commodity, as cosmetics, consumers cannot like in entity shop as can trial, this on will led to consumers cannot understand commodity of property, dang consumers using once after may for allergy wants to return, however then operators will to consumers has using and refused to accept return, so in e-commerce in the, consumers fair trade right and cannot according to Consumer protection law are guaranteed, lawmakers should be practical, situation appears in the e-commerce legislation the scope of circumventing the law lag. Secure transaction refers to the main e-commerce transaction payment network, once the consumer online banking, PayPal account and password is compromised, it will naturally led to estimated losses to consumers. In such situations, consumers throughout the network transaction process will be monitored by Internet trading platform operators, but this kind of regulatory supervision, which discovered the problem and implementation of regulatory policy, or regular supervision and spot checks, the results are unsatisfactory. Our legislators should on the one hand, through State.
Establish and improve the market access system in e-commerce, qualification system
On the premise of encouraging the development of e-commerce, in the form of legislation regulating e-commerce behavior, clearly e-commerce websites, such as market access, market management, composition, make e-commerce websites have "operational qualification", consistent with the protection of consumers ' Rights Act complaint in conditions. It also should clear the regulatory status of administrative organ for industry and Commerce electronic commerce to ensure that the final realization of the legitimate rights and interests of consumers [5] . Lack of strict and detailed rules and regulations for electronic commerce transactions, lack of performance specification file, legislators can formulate a series of laws and regulations, standardizing file to manage areas of e-commerce transactions, the traditional distinction between legal system and legal system in the field of electronic commerce.
Efforts to strengthen the supervision
In the area of electronic commerce, consumers often buy fakes on the Internet, leading to consumer rights have been violated, so as the regulating departments should strengthen supervision is not only supervision, proactive regulation and supervision should be strengthened. Commodity production, management, sales monitoring into a series of links. While strictly supervise the purchase means made way for commodities trader shall expose to consumers so that consumers see, understand, and protect consumers ' rights. Crack down on selling fake operators increase disciplinary measures, for selling fake personal and substantial property losses to consumers, operators, revoked business licenses, prohibiting once again engaged in online business.
Conclusion
E-commerce in China has more and more consumers around the world know and accept, so rules regulating the operation of e-commerce is very important, for our series of issues arising in e-commerce, we should combine our country of legal norms for the protection of consumers ' rights and interests. First of all improve the consumers ' rights in the field of electronic commerce should further improve the safety and security of consumers rights, right to information, the right to fair trade rights such as privacy protection, secondly to establish and improve the market access system in e-commerce, certification system and, finally, should strengthen supervision of the operators, so as to safeguard consumers ' rights and interests in the field of electronic commerce.
